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NEW REVENUE MODELS FOR AGENCIES 
A transformative learning experience presented by Tim Williams of Ignition Consulting Group 
 
Agencies struggle to get paid for the value they create not just because 
they aren't charging enough, but because they're selling the wrong 
thing to their clients in the first place. Instead of adopting the same 
modern pricing methodologies used by their clients, most agencies are 
stuck in the deeply unproductive practice of negotiating their costs 
instead of selling their value.   
The result has been a 20-year decline in average agency profitability, 
with most agencies doing more and more work for less and less money. 
But it's not too late to reverse this trend.  Agencies can join the pricing revolution that has swept 
through global business over the past two decades.  Pricing innovation is one of the hallmarks almost 
every trailblazing company, and agencies can apply the same kind of creative thinking to their own 
revenue model. 
Using examples from around the world, this thought-provoking presentation explores the many other 
progressive pricing strategies used by today's businesses and shows how they can easily apply to 
professional service firms like agencies, including such concepts as: 

n Why the billable hour is not a unit of value (only a unit of cost) and how to effectively sell the value 
you create in other more effective forms 

n How to change the dialogue away from transparency of agency costs to what really matters: the 
value being created for the client 

n Why all price setting should start with an estimation of value, not cost 

n The importance of separating the value of ideation and implementation 

n How to charge for the value of outputs vs. the cost of inputs 
n The difference between bottom-up costing and top-down pricing 
n The power of presenting pricing options 
n And much more 
Come prepared to roll up your sleeves and develop your competencies as a professional seller, better 
equipped to deal with the professional buyers on the other side of the table. 

All program participants receive a comprehensive workbook as well as access to the onscreen content 
presented during the workshop. 
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER 
 
 

Tim Williams is one of the foremost authorities on pricing and business strategies 
for agencies and other professional service firms.  Tim's workshops have been 
seen by business audiences on every continent, and his books and articles have 
helped inform the pricing strategies and business models of hundreds of firms 
across the globe.  

Based on his expertise in this area, Tim has written for numerous advertising and 
marketing publications including Advertising Age, Adweek, Campaign, Admap 

and Communication Arts and has been interviewed by organizations like The New York Times, The Wall 
Street Journal, The Economist, The Guardian, and The Australian Financial Review.   

As a perpetual student and member of the Professional Pricing Society, Tim serves as a one of 
LinkedIn's global "Influencers," writes the popular blog Propulsion, and has authored two books, 
including Positioning for Professionals: How Professional Service Firms Can Differentiate Their Way to 
Success."  

 
 

THE WORD ON THE STREET 
“Your presentation on value pricing was the top-rated session at our recent conference.  Thanks for 
your thought-leadership and your very significant contribution to the conference.”  Bill Duggan, 
Executive V.P., Association of National Advertisers 

“Our pricing transformation program has allowed us to better negotiate, push back on procurement, 
and change our language to focus on the value we’re bringing versus the cost of our services.  We’re 
now focusing our conversations with new clients on our mutual goals and the shared value we can 
create.”  Martin Belanger, VP Finance, Vision7 International 

"Ignition does an outstanding job of teaching creative ways agencies can get paid.  It's concise, 
thoughtful and pragmatic." Neal Grossman, Chief Compensation Officer, TBWA\Worldwide 

"A shout out to the incredible Tim Williams.  A paradigm-shifting talk today on growth through pricing.  
Blown away." Grey London (via Twitter) 

“Thanks again for a great session on progressive pricing 
strategies.  Tons of real positive feedback across the board.”  
Jeff Rogers, President, Mosaic 

"All senior managers in the industry should be attending this 
course. It's imperative that we address the issues we have with 
how we interact with and add value to our clients' businesses. 
It's change or die time."  Eve Conboy, Director, Radical  
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